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Abstract- Multi-core processors are becoming more and more
popular in embedded and real-time systems, while fixedpriority scheduling tasks in real-time systems are widely
applied. Numerous Directed-Acyclic Graph (DAG) scheduling
tasks have been developed to improve the execution time of
various multi-core systems. The problem of scheduling tasks
applications on multi-core chips is notoriously difficult. This
difficulty is compounded with the fact that the graphs
describing the applications of interest are becoming very large.
This paper develops a scheduling tasks method for the motion
estimation of codec video H26x. The application graphs
considered in this paper are acyclic directed graph and the
architectures are multi-processors. The key idea is to apply a
ME block for H26x video codec with DAG algorithm. This
permits a formulation of the scheduling tasks problem as an
Motion estimation block whose objective is the minimization
of execution time and whose real time is fast in the application
and architecture.
Keywords- OVP, DAG-TPG, Motion Estimation, H26x, Video
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, we see the emerging real-time video and frame
processing application such as video timing data, video search,
and streaming multimedia and telecommunication (e.g HEVC
and H264). H26x is the newest video coding software,
compared to previous H265, H264 and MPEGxx standards,
H26x superior compression efficiency and high scalability
make it suitable for different scenarios. Numerous Hardware
and Software (HW/SW) systems have been proposed in these
applications. In the short term, it is expected that system-onchip designs, with Multiple processors and assorted hardware
on a chip, will match the immediate needs of H.264/AVC or
H265/HEVC codec HD [1], [3], [4]. We will explore in this
paper the best architecture capable of executing this algorithm
in real time using Virtual Prototype “VP” based on ARM
cortex A9. This architecture are defined in Open Virtual
Platform [6] [7]. OVP enables simulating embedded systems
running real application code. Digital video is suited to many
applications and numerous dissemination media: digital TV,
video conferencing, satellite TV, video telephony and digital

cameras. The problem is how to transmit video streaming on a
network where we store them in a good quality and low
throughput. The solution is to reduce the size of data to be
transmitted to the storage. Hence, we require a prior
compression of the files. Using new approaches has become
necessary. OVP represents a new approach for prototyping
MPSoC systems. It contains an assembly of reused
components. We are interested in this work to methods of
design/validation based on simulation at high level. So, the
verification and validation time can be relatively very short. An
embedded system can be complex, for example in multimedia
and telecommunication application. The solution consists of
implementing VP to meet the needs. We have many constraints
and the choice of an architecture must be a compromise
between: flexibility, reduced consumption, performance, low
cost and Time-To- Market (TTM). The TTM is very important
constraint. A rigorous design methodology should be used.
Hence, we are interested in this works to implement the DAG
applied to ME for H26x video coding with MPSoC systems.
We can model it as DAG scheduler. We define the scheduling
and partitioning tasks, a DAG monitoring and tracking solution
is used to process and analyze the DAG code for scheduling
tasks. This code is semi-automatic and statistic. The code gives
a model from scheduler tasks and it is responsible for finding
the parallelization tasks in MPSoC systems. The task is
partitioned with parity tasks in quadripole architecture.
Numerous scheduling tasks in [2], [5] have been proposed
from the scheduling and partitioning tasks for the multimedia
and telecoms applications. Despite the improvements in multimedia device technology, energy-efficient multi-core
scheduling tasks in ME block for video coding remains a
challenging problem for several reasons. First, the ME block in
video coding application has an intense and time-consuming
workload, which has execution times that are significantly
larger than the average case. Secondly, they have sophisticated
dependency structures due to ME blocks. Then, we can
improve the granularity levels in TPG graph. In this paper, we
purpose a novel semi-automatic scheduling tasks solution for
ME block in H26x video codec.
The paper is structured as follows: section 2 provides the
DAG algorithm. Section 3 details the motion estimation
algorithm in H26x video codec. Section 4 presents the
adaptation od DAG algorithm with ME block. Then, Section 5
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describes the results scheduling and partitioning tasks for ME
block of H26x video codec. In Section 6 we discuss the
speedup results of DAG algorithm with ME block. Section 7
concludes our findings.

II.

DAG ALGORITHM

It is the method which guaranteed the equity of the
application. it is designed to authorize the scheduling tasks in
heterogeneous platforms. It is the method which consists in
authorizing the parallel and sequential tasks in a heterogeneous

system SoC and MPSoC. The algorithm of DAG bases itself on
an acyclic graph directed by task which serves to make the
scheduling and the partitioning task of the treated application.
In general, a Task Precedence Graph (TPG) G(V;E;W;C), is an
important graph in DAG algorithm, where V is the set of
nodes, E is the set of edges, W is the computational cost of
nodes and C is the cost of communication directed edges. A
node in the DAG is a task which is in turn a set of instructions
to be executed sequentially without preemption in the same
processor. Many proofs and theorems useful to multimedia
applications are studied and defined in [3], [6]. The flowchart
for DAG algorithm is shows in figure 1.

Figure 1. Flowchart for DAG algorithm

III.

MOTION ESTIMATION ALGORITHM

The algorithm of motion estimation "ME" for the H26x
video codec consists of several modules and under module
which are programmed in C/C ++. This algorithm is based on
the older algorithm for a long time named Block Matching.
This approach is based on a sweeping of all the frame to find
the best Vector Motion “VM” and the Sum of Absolute
Differences SAD. Every module of ME's block defines a set of
function. The selection of the best MV and SAD in the first
frame of the sequence was made via a stage and a loop of

check of parameters with eclipse C/C ++. A module of ME
algorithm consists of several under modules and modules. This
module allows to select the exact position of the motion, such
as the best motion vector and the SAD of the object in the two
first frames, afterward in all the video sequence. It consists of
the extraction of the parameters of initialization of the module
of ME who are the position, the size, the width, the MB, the
MV, the SAD and the length of the window search for the
object in the two first frames of the sequence, as well as the
other necessary parameters for ME block. The flowchart for
ME block is presented in figure 2.
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methodology of tasks scheduling and partitioning with DAG
for ME block is presented in figure 3.

Figure 3. Methodology of tasks scheduling with DAG algorithm
Figure 2. Flowchart for ME algorithm.

IV.

ADAPTATION OF DAG ALGORITHM WITH ME BLOCK

In this part, we detail the methodology of the DAG
approach that we proposed, with this method and how we
adapted the approach with our needs for a generic image (size
$N*M). It is for it, and as a first originality of our works, we
chose to realize the approach for any size of frame. As a
second originality, the method of tasks scheduling is applied
for ME block of the standard of video codec H26x. It is a
scheduling by parity (even even, even odd, odd even, even
even). For X=N, Y=M, X for pixels lines of the generic frame
and Y for pixels column. Every time, we have to make the
method of interpolation, it is a question of adding lines and
columns for embellish with frames, thus to add empty pixels
and full {0,255}. We chose this technique to eliminate the
problems of the border of frame. After modelling of various
sequences of test, we noticed that N has to take a value odd and
divisielle by 4. Furthermore, Y must be equal in X. The graph
of task TPG-DAG presents the various nodes with the various
levels and the paths. The tasks of the graph are illustrated in a
geometrical partitioning in paths and levels. The paths are
sorted in the order of parity for the tasks and the number of
processors. We have three models of video test sequence {qcif,
sif and cif, HD} = {8, 10, 16}. In the algorithm DAG, we read
the video sequence. Every time, we take the reference frame
and the current frame, we search for the best MV “Motion
Vector”. The scheduling and the partitioning are created for
two successive images. We look for the best SAD then for the
best VM. This task is made, every time on two successive
images (a reference frame and a current frame). This method
eliminates numerous problems. The algorithm DAG is applied
for the entire video sequences test, we obtain three models: {1,
2, 3} which have {8, 10, 16} for the levels and the paths. The

The sequence tasks from the ME block in CPU are defined
in figure 4. These sequences represent the gantt of chart for
tasks sequences by CPU.

Figure 4. The graph gantt of chart for tasks sequences by CPU.

V.

THE SCHEDULING AND PARTITIONING TASKS
ALGORITHM "DAG" FOR THE ME BLOCKS

The DAG algorithm is modeled with three models in video
codec H26x. Each one has a different frame size: model 1
(176*144), model 2 (352*240), model 3 (1920*1080). The
graph of this DAG algorithm is show in figure 5.
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We notice that the theoretical execution time is closer than
the execution time we found in co-simulations in OVP. Then
we can say that our algorithm "DAG-TPG" is optimal in the
approximation formalism and modeling.

Figure 5. The DAG task scheduling ME block.

VI.

RESULTS OF SCHEDULING AND PARTITIONING TASKS
ALGORITHM DAG FOR ME BLOCK

A. Comparaison with results in the literature
We chose to make a comparison of the results of a set of
DAG generated randomly by size going from 5 to 100 tasks,
among which each generates a random number of deadlines of
communication for the graph of the DAG-TPG. We compared
our results with other statistical algorithms of scheduling
"((LMBC) Load Balancing with Minimized Communications,
(LPTDC) varying Largest Processing Time of DeClustering,
(DC) DeClustering)" in the results presented in [2], [5]. The
code was tested at the level of tasks few imports the
application. We compare simply our works with other
statistical approaches of scheduling with the optimal algorithm
at the level of tasks.

In table 1, we present the modelling of the scheduling and
partitioning algorithm DAG.

TABLE I.

THE MODELING SEQUENCES VIDEO TEST IN DAG
ALGORITHM.

Sequence
Akiyo-qcif

Format
qcif(176*144)→(192*192)

Nbr frame
300

Nbr tasks/F
144

Miss-amcif
Forman
Mobile

qcif(176*144)→(192*192)
qcif(352*288)→(384*384)
sif(352*240) →(384*384)

150
300
112

144
576
576

Bus1
skin1
claire

Cif(352*240)→(384*384)
sif(352*240)→(384*384)
qcif(176*144)→(192*192)

100
900
494

576
576
144

Seq-HD[1]
Seq-HD[2]

(1080*1920)→(2048*2048
(1080*1920)→(2048*2048

24
24

16384
16384

Then, we present the results of execution times from ME
block with DAG algorithm in table 2.

TABLE II.

Figure 6. Comparative results for our approach with other algorithm in
scheduling and partitioning tasks.

We can observe the results for the DAG algorithm, they are
better than another algorithm that scheduling and partitioning
tasks.

THE RESULTS OF EXECUTION TIMES FROM ME BLOCK WITH
DAG ALGORITHM.

Sequence

Tt(cyc)

Tex Fr(cyc)

Tex Seq (cyc)

Tex seq (s)

Akiyo-qcif

25

3600

1080000

7.2

Miss-amcif

25

3600

540000

5.4

Forman

25

14400

4320000

8.8

Mobile

25

14400

1612800

10.75

Bus1

25

14400

1440000

9.6

skin1

25

14400

12960000

8.64

claire

25

3600

1778400

11.85

Seq-HD[1]

25

409600

9830400

7.9

Seq-HD[2]

25

409600

9830400

7.9

VII. RESULTS OF PROTOTYPE WITH OVP:
The main metric is execution time. In table 3, the
formulations for the scheduling of dependent tasks on a
homogeneous multi-processor architecture of a DAG structure
in order taking into account the communication delays are
proposed. The modeling of the DAG algorithm is used in the
ME for H26x video codec, to reduce the execution time
required by ME in the H26x video codec to optimality. Table
III summarizes the different execution time results for the
different platform architectures that we used during our cosimulations with OVP.
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TABLE III.

THE RESULTS OF EXECUTION TIMES FOR THE DIFFERENT
ARCHITECTURES USED UNDER OVP.

Platform including ARM Cortex-A9MPx4 to run ARM
MPCore Sample Code and Versatile Express booting Linux on
Cortex-A9MP Single, Dual and Quad Core in OVP). We
observe that the scheduling methodology has beneficial results
for the execution times in OVP for the various test video
sequences.

Sequence

T1(C/C++)

T2(OVP/SoC)

T2(OVP/P1)

T3(OVP/P2)

Akiyo-qcif

10.1

9.5

8.8

7.9

Miss-amcif

8.6

7.1

5.6

4.9

slamen

10.6

8.4

6.25

5.8

Forman

9.2

8.0

7.45

6.9

Mobile

29.7

27.2

25.08

24.6

VIII. CONCLUSION

Bus1

16.3

14.6

12.5

9.8

In this paper, we have proposed a new methodology of
scheduling and partitioning tasks algorithm DAG applied to
ME block of H26x video codec. The key contributions of this
work were as follows: The adaptability of semi-automatic
scheduling and partitioning task for H26x video codec, the
performance of scheduling task with respect granularity, the
accuracy and the short time execution for our application. We
achieved satisfactory performance virtual prototyping under
OVP of the task scheduling and partitioning approach applied
to the H26x video codec ME block. As well as performing a
task scheduling semi-automatically, robust and fast in real time
(20 frames per second). The DAG model solution for ME
block as a low-complexity compared with other algorithms of
scheduling tasks. This solution reduces the execution time by
up to 40%.

skin1

60.8

54.7

49.2

47.8

claire

45.8

42.3

38.5

36.6

Seq-HD[1]

6.5

5.1

4.4

3.6

Seq-HD[2]

6.7

5.9

4.7

3.8

The results that we found in our co-simulations show that
the DAG algorithm is optimal compared to the results of
existing work without scheduling. We can deduce that the step
of scheduling tasks for any block in the H26x video codec
chain is very important. This step is complex, takes time to
achieve but gives us good results in virtual prototyping. T1 is
execution time for one processor, T2 is the execution time for
many processor. The gain of application is computed in
equation 1.
(1)

In future work, we would like to increase the performance
of the task scheduling DAG algorithm, we decided to work
with the GGEN algorithm to make scheduling automatic. We
will also implement in a real target.
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